
Designed for those with the
interest in finding the most
durable and functional luggage
for their adventure touring.

For the
world
ahead......

Thank you for purchasing Jesse Luggage for your motorcycle. Our Luggage,handcrafted in the USA
is designed for those with an interest in finding the most durable and functional luggage for their
adventure touring.Al Jesse has been designing and building aluminum luggage since 1991. He has
traveled in 42 countries on his own motorcycle and knows what it takes to make a good set of
luggage.Jesse Luggage is built in several unusual features,including friction hinged lids and a lid
packer to hold your items in the lids for extra packing space.The angles provide extra strength as
well as clearance in corners and your heels when paddling in deep sand. Powder coating provides a
durable finished look for your boxes. We hope you enjoy your luggage for years to come.

Installation Guide
            for
   Jesse Luggage
        Systems
        Products



LEFT MOUNT RIGHT MOUNT

REAR SUPPORT

SPACER FOR
LEFT FRONT
PASSENGER
PEG

MOUNTS FOR WATER COOLED BMW
                 1200GS

TOOLS NEEDED- 5MM ALLEN WRENCH



Remove passenger seat

Remove muffler bolt,
re-install after Jesse
mount is in place.

Install bolts provided
with Jesse Luggage
mounts.

Install Jesse bolts

Install left front mount
with special spacer
provided with Jesse
mounts.



Install rear support (the spacer that is installed on the Jesse
rear support goes on the right side)

Now tighten all the bolts, grab a map and hit the road!

Any questions please contact the shop 623-878-7113
e-mail  info@jesseluggage.com

Hope you enjoy your new Jesse Luggage for many miles.
Thank You





Install delrin plate with glue strips to box. Install crank thru pressure
plate and screw on back block.
Install bottom 7" delrin with stiffener plate inside of box. The 2 end
screws are installed backwards from the 4 that hold the main delrin in
place. Install boxes on the mounts and firm up crank first.
Grab bags and make parallel , push spacer plate up and delron down
on lower mount. Tighten all bolts and go for a long ride!

When installing the boxes for the first time on the mounts, what you
want to do is place the delrin on the bottom loop then swing into place
the back block and crank the top down firm in place leaving the bottom
delrin and spacer plate loose at this time.
By doing this you are mating the boxes to the mounts so each time you
install them they fall in place exactly for a smooth operation.

Then you can stand back and "level" each box to the angle you want.
In the back of the box now push the delrin DOWN against the lower
tube and the aluminum spacer UP against the top of the lower tube and
tighten the 4 button screws inside the box then tighten the 2 screws on
the ends if needed.




